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Abstract

Background
Minimally invasive sacroiliac joint fusion is increasing significantly. Starting January 1, 2015, it has a category I CPT code. The current RVU for this procedure is not equal to the amount of work involved. There is not a published RUC validated survey to establish the work effort of MI SI fusion. Our hospital system has been doing this procedure for 4 years and has been tracking surgeon time through a commercial tracking system (Navicare). Our study looks at time utilization for performance of MI SI joint fusion and a comparator of primary lumbar discectomy (PLD), presumably similar in time and work effort.

Methods
This study was a retrospective review of prospectively collected data using Navicare. The data for 3 surgeons who perform MI SI joint fusion and lumbar discectomies from January 1, 2013 through November 30, 2014 was retrieved. Surgeon room time was identified as the time the patient entered the OR to the time they exited the OR. This was used as opposed to skin to skin time seen in similar studies as it was more accurately and consistently recorded in the medical record. Mean and standard deviations were then compared using student’s t-test.

Results
In 50 primary MI SI joint fusions, the average in-room time was 112 minutes (SD=23). In 89 cases of PLD, the average in-room time was 119 minutes (SD=26). When comparing mean in-room times, MI SI and PLD were not statistically significantly different (p=0.135, 2-tailed t-test). Post-operative work effort was found to be greater for MI SI joint fusion than PLD.

Conclusions / Level of evidence
Surgical time was found to be comparable between MI SI joint fusion and PLD, while work effort was found to be greater for MI SI joint fusion. This signifies at a minimum an equal RVU for PLD should be used for MI SI joint fusion. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Minnesota. Level of evidence: 3.
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Introduction
Sacroiliac (SI) joint pain accounts for 15-25% of all low back pain. Diagnosis is typically based on a combination of medical history, structured physical examination, provocative maneuvers, preclusive imaging studies, and confirmatory intra-articular joint injections. First-line therapies for SI joint pain are conservative, and include pain medication, manipulative therapy, physical therapy, therapeutic injections, and perhaps a pelvic compression belt. When non-operative intervention repeatedly fails, fusion of the SI joint is considered.

The frequency of SI joint fusion has been increasing with the availability of new minimally invasive (MI) surgical techniques, which offer clear and significant advantages over open surgical approaches. Initially, all SI joint fusions were assigned the current procedural technology (CPT®) code 27280, and this code may still be employed on the recommendation of payers at their discretion. When a North American Spine Society (NASS) American Medical Association (AMA) CPT committee member suggested that
the minimally invasive surgical approaches to MI SI fusion had different work efforts than the open cases, a temporary category III or ‘T’ code was assigned, 0334T. This resulted in many payers denying the procedure. Given the developing published data, the AMA CPT committee has subsequently approved a new category I code for MI SI fusion, 27279, which went into effect on January 1, 2015.4

Assigning a relative value unit (RVU) to the new code proved difficult. An RVU committee found a dearth of valid work effort survey work, so selected the benchmark comparator of percutaneous discectomy (CPT 62287), which has a work RVU of 9.03 (Table 1). In our experience, this RVU is insufficient to encompass the work effort of MI SI joint fusion. This study seeks to examine and define the surgical or intra-service work effort of MI SI joint fusion, and to assess this work effort against the benchmark comparator of open percutaneous lumbar microdiscectomy (PLD) (CPT “microdisc”) (RVU 13.18), using intra-service work effort data collected among three surgeons who have performed multiple lumbar microdiscectomies and MI SI joint fusions at the same institution.

Methods

This study was a retrospective review of prospectively collected data using a hospital based operating room time management system, Navicare® (Tele-Tracking Technologies, Pittsburgh, PA). This study was reviewed by our Institutional Review Board, and was granted approval as category 5 research. Approval was received for access to 150 records from Fairview Health Services with a waived requirement of informed consent as research involves no more than minimal risk to subjects. Case logs for 3 surgeons who perform MI SI joint fusion and PLDs from January 1, 2013 through November 30, 2014 were reviewed by an independent observer who identified all primary MI SI joint fusions and primary PLDs via electronic medical record review, and all patient identifying information was removed from the working dataset. Surgeon room time was calculated as the elapsed time from patient operating room entry to exit. This duration was preferred over skin-to-skin time, as it was felt to be more accurately recorded in the medical record at our institution. Data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). Mean and standard deviations were calculated using built-in functionality of the Excel program. These were then compared between PLD and MI SI joint fusion using student t-test. Patient records were analyzed to determine length of hospital stay, and this was entered into an Excel spreadsheet. Mean and standard deviations were calculated. Using physician estimates, we then compared the physician work effort involved pre-, intra-, and post-operatively for patient care for both procedures.

Results

There were 50 primary MI SI joint fusions; 37 (73%) were female and 13 (27%) male, with a mean age of 52 years (SD=13). The average in-room time was 112 minutes (SD=23). There were 89 cases of PLD; 39 (44%) were female and 50 (56%) male, with a mean age of 46 years (SD=15). The average in-room time was 119 minutes (SD=26) (Figure 1). In comparing mean in-room times, MI SI and PLD were not statistically significantly different (p=0.135, 2-tailed t-test). 50/50 (100%) MI SI joint fusion patients were admitted postoperatively. PLD patients were admitted due to complications including dural tear (4/12), urinary retention (1/12), pain (5/12), and breathing issues (2/12) for a total of 12/89 (13%) (Figure 2). This was comparable to complication rates seen in the literature.5-7

Discussion

We found that intraoperative time is similar between
MI SI joint fusion and PLD. Work effort was found to be greater for MI SI joint fusion than PLD. There is a well-recognized, well accepted RVU for open PLD and at a minimum MI SI joint fusion has equivalent work effort.

Preoperatively, more work effort is spent for painful sacroiliac joint disease. A thorough diagnostic work up includes multiple clinic appointments to rule out lumbar and hip pathology, put the patient through several provocative maneuvers, and pelvic imaging to accurately diagnose the disorder. After the preliminary diagnosis is made, time is spent arranging preoperative injections and physical therapy with further follow up appointments to discuss response to these interventions. Determining a patient’s response is purely based on subjective feedback, and good response to these interventions does not guarantee a patient will respond well to surgery, making thorough history and physical exam vital to patient selection for surgical intervention. More work effort is spent on securing prior authorization for coverage of the procedure compared to PLD. MI SI joint fusion required prior authorization approval for essentially all of our commercial and government payers, including workers compensation; the estimate of this back office work time was approximately 7-8 hours per our back office surgery prior authorization / scheduler. The physicians estimated an average of 15-30 minutes to explain prior authorization to patients, and it took an average of 10-20 minutes of physician time to prepare appeals correspondence. Although similar effort is involved with counseling and surgical scheduling for both procedures, MI SI procedures require added time for implant vendor coordination. PLD requires a physical exam and MRI of the lumbar spine to correlate. Typically transforminal epidural steroid injections are ordered and patients are managed conservatively for at least 6 weeks prior to surgical intervention. In the vast majority of these cases there is little doubt about the diagnosis.

Intra-operatively, more cognitive effort is required for MI SI joint fusion than PLD. MI SI joint fusion is an additional skill set that not all spine surgeons possess, requiring work effort and judgment for placement of instrumentation based upon intra-operative imaging. PLD is a common procedure done by most spine surgeons, and it requires level identification, nerve root and dural sac identification and manipulation, but no instrumentation is placed during the procedure. Imaging occurs throughout the procedure for MI SI joint fusion, with an intraoperative CT scan and multiple pelvic inlet, outlet, and lateral views. In two prospective studies registered at clinicaltrials.gov, fluoroscopy times were available to us. For the SIFI clinical trial with 172 patients the mean fluoro time was 2.7 minutes (range 0.3-14), and for the INSITE study there were 102 patients with a mean fluoro time of 2.5 minutes (range 0.13-25). PLD requires minimal fluoroscopic exposure to determine levels, typically 1-3 fluoro shots.

Our data showed that MI SI joint fusion and PLD intraoperative times were similar (112 and 119 minutes, respectively).

Postoperatively, discectomy patients are typically discharged same day absent any complications requiring further intervention or observation. In our patient cohort, complications or other medical con-
ditions requiring observation or admission were seen in 12 of 89 patients (13.5%) (Table 2). Comparable complication rates are seen throughout the literature with variance based on surgeon experience.\textsuperscript{5-7} MI SI joint fusion patients are typically admitted for several days, with added physician time spent rounding daily, managing care, and interpreting radiographs. Activity is limited for the MI SI joint fusion patients as they are toe touch weight bearing on crutches for the first 3-6 weeks postoperatively. Physical therapy is consulted during their hospital stay to teach proper crutch walking and minimal weight bearing. For post-procedure care, the MI SI joint fusion patients had an average length of stay of 3.5 ± 2.12 days. Only 12/89 PLD patients were admitted, so even with similar ward management the work effort required for MI SI joint fusion and TLIF exceeded PLD due to 100% admission compared to 13%, respectively.

At this time, reimbursement for MI SI joint fusion is equivalent to a percutaneous discectomy with an RVU of 9.03. This study shows the actual amount of work involved for this procedure is greater than an open PLD which has an RVU value of 13.18. RVUs are determined by the time it takes to provide a service and the relative intensity of providing that service. Intensity is determined by technical skill, physical effort, mental effort and judgement, and stress involved in providing the service.\textsuperscript{10} Our findings suggest that at a minimum the physician work and effort for MI SI joint fusion should be at least that of PLD and probably more. We also found that MI SI procedures have greater post-operative work efforts than PLD, with average length of hospital stay approximately 3 days longer than PLD requiring post-op care. One hundred percent of MI SI joint fusion patients were admitted, while only 13.5% of PLD patients were admitted. With the similarities between intraoperative time and effort, and even increased effort required for MI SI joint fusion, the PLD RVU appears to be a minimum benchmark for MI SI joint fusion but may well underestimate the pre- and post-procedure work effort.

Currently the 90-day global period covers the physician work for post-procedure care. It is the impression of the authors that there is more work associated with direct care for the MI SI joint fusion patients compared to the PLD patients. MI SI patients are toe touch weight bearing on crutches for 3 weeks postoperatively. We have observed that this commonly results in quadratus lumborum spasms, causing return of pain after the patients initially improve, which in turn may drive MI SI patients to seek an extra clinic visit for assessment and management. We now train MI SI patients to stretch their quadratus lumborum pre-operatively, which has decreased but not eliminated these visits. MI SI patients universally receive supervised PT to return to normal gait. Physical therapy is common but not universal in our PLD patients. Post-operative imaging is also routine at each visit for our MI SI patients. This is done to assess the stability of the fusion and/or fixation. We have seen loosening about some implants in patients. This has correlated with return of symptoms in a number of patients and we believe that this radiographic surveillance is merited for best care. PLD patients do not require routine imaging at follow up appointments.

### Conclusion

We found that surgical time (defined as elapsed room time) for MI SI joint fusion was statistically equivalent to PLD. MI SI joint fusion in room time is 112 minutes, similar to PLD with work RVU 13.18 (per Medicare fee schedule). Work effort, however, is greater for MI SI joint fusion. This is a useful data set to understand the relative intra-service work of MI SI joint fusion and allocate an optimal relative value unit.
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